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abstract As a moral foundation for vegetarianism and other consumer choices, act consequentialism can be appealing. When we justify our consumer and dietary choices this way,
however, we face the problem that our individual actions rarely actually precipitate more just
agricultural and economic practices.This threshold or individual impotence problem engaged by
consequentialist vegetarians and their critics extends to morally motivated consumer decisionmaking more generally, anywhere a lag persists between individual moral actions taken and
systemic moral progress made. Regan and others press just this point against Singer’s utilitarian
basis for vegetarianism; recently Chartier criticizes act-consequentialist vegetarianism by identifying many factors weakening the connection between individual meat purchases and changes
in animal production.While such factors are relevant to act-consequentialist moral reasoning, I
argue, they need not defeat the act-consequentialist case for vegetarianism and consumer ethics.
This is shown by offering a probabilistic account of the threshold issue and discussing the positive
and negative role-modelling effects of our morally motivated dietary and consumer choices.

1. Introduction
Consider a moral problem familiar to consequentialist vegetarians, their allies, and their
critics. Connie does her best to live her moral life so that her actions promote the good.
She tries hard to tell which agricultural and labour practices promote happiness and
reduce suffering for affected human and nonhuman animals, and tries to act in support
of the better over worse practices. (Connie is not necessarily a utilitarian, but does see
human and nonhuman happiness and cessation of suffering as partially constitutive of
the good.) The question of how her individual choices bolster (or undermine) just (or
unjust) agricultural and labour practices arises throughout her daily life, whether the
choice involves eating animals conventionally raised and slaughtered, buying organic
produce at farmers’ markets or supermarkets, drinking fairly-traded coffee, wearing
sweatshop-made clothing, and so on. In these situations her act-consequentialist reasoning (say, in buying fair-trade clothes) runs like this:
‘Fair trade production promotes the good in concrete ways that reduce suffering
and increase wellbeing for those involved, compared to conventional sweatshop
garment production; I should support practices promoting the good; by buying
fairly-traded certified clothes over conventionally-manufactured clothes, I’d be
supporting the better practice; so over conventionally-manufactured shoes,
I should buy these “sweat-free” shoes.’
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‘Support’ can have a deontological gloss, but Connie means it in a distinctly actconsequentialist way: for a good or bad practice X, supporting X is contributing to bring
about X. In this approach to moral decision-making, I’d suggest, Connie is not alone.
Many of us find act consequentialism appealing as a moral basis for vegetarianism, fair
trade, and other dietary and consumer choices. Having identified some modern agricultural and labour practices as better than others, we evaluate our individual acts as
right to the extent that they contribute to undermining worse practices and bolstering
better ones and wrong to the extent they bolster worse practices and undermine better
ones.
But when act consequentialists justify their dietary and consumer choices in this way,
they face a problem: the seemingly indisputable fact that our individual purchases rarely
actually yield positive (or negative) consequences for the good (and bad) agricultural and
labour practices we mean to affect. ‘There are thresholds beneath which an alteration in
demand has absolutely no effect on price, profit, and production.’1 In such circumstances, the act consequentialist case for moral vegetarianism and consumer ethics seems
to collapse.This threshold or individual impotence problem is raised by Regan, rebutted by
Singer, and recently recapitulated by Chartier and Garrett.2 Singer characterizes his
dispute with critics this way:
Thus the dispute is not over whether current practices are, judged by utilitarian
standards, ideal. We are agreed that they are not. The question is whether the
utilitarian condemnation of these practices carries with it the implication that
we should switch to a vegetarian diet.3
Critics allege that while utilitarians and consequentialists generally may oppose conventional animal productions, their theoretical basis for opposition doesn’t warrant
individual dietary change. Chartier is particularly thorough in identifying factors weakening the connection between our individual meat purchases and change effected in
production. The threshold problem is not unique to utilitarianism, or vegetarianism, but
extends to act-consequentialist arguments for individual dietary and consumer choices
broadly, to any persisting lags between individual actions taken and systemic change
made.
The lag between the messages intended to be sent by morally motivated individual
consumer and dietary acts and messages actually received, registered, and reflected in
moral progress in production is undeniable, and cannot be dismissed as morally extraneous by act consequentialists like Connie. The act-consequentialist case for vegetarianism and consumer ethics may seem devastated by real-world mitigating factors — yet
I find this conclusion to be too quick. Such factors are relevant to act-consequentialist
moral calculus, yet they do not completely undercut the case for vegetarianism
and consumer ethics generally. This can be shown by considering a probabilistic
account of the threshold issue, specifically by understanding the rational subjective
conception of probability operative here. So understood, we can also appreciate how
the threshold argument captures the importance of positive and negative role-modelling
in morally motivated dietary and consumer choices, for public and private acts. Thus
we find for Connie and like-minded folks a moral basis admitting of reasonable exceptions and carrying clear implications for many individuals’ dietary and consumer
choices.
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2. Counting Your Chickens
Vegetarianism, Garrett notes, is an ‘overall, settled, intentional pattern of not eating
animal flesh’ [that] ‘requires that any consumption of animal flesh be so infrequent that
it could not plausibly be thought characteristic of one’s diet.’4 So Connie’s consequentialist vegetarianism must be justified for each vegetarian act by whether that act will
promote the good better than omnivorous alternatives. If she is right to embrace a settled
vegetarian identity, it is because she has reason to believe for the particular actions in her
life that making the vegetarian choice will promote the good better than omnivorous
alternatives. My aim in this discussion of moral thresholds and contagious actions is to
show why an act consequentialist can indeed have good reason to believe this, and so
good reason to hold a vegetarian identity and consistently make individual consumer
ethical choices.5
Consider this everyday moral dilemma: with friends at a taqueria, Connie must choose
between chicken and vegetarian bean tacos. She finds her options comparable in
expense, nutrition, and taste. Does she have good, act-consequentialist moral reason to
choose beans over chicken? Assume that she has extensively researched contemporary
practices in poultry production, and reflecting on chickens’ suffering and slaughterhouse
labour practices, finds these practices morally wanting. (Even if she is not a utilitarian,
she sees intense unnecessary suffering as contrary to the good.) She regards conventional
poultry production as immoral and knows the chicken in these tacos comes from such
production.6 Does this give her compelling moral reason to order bean tacos instead?
Here some may argue that we should focus on changing the immoral production
system rather than worrying about individual dietary choices; Connie should join others
working for social change where lasting progress is possible. Others may urge that
poultry producers are morally blameworthy, not Connie and her lunching co-workers;
they’re responsible for the chickens’ intense suffering and the labour injustices, so they
have the obligation to effect change.7 Both arguments contain key insights: blame for
agricultural and labour practices should not be placed on consumers alone but producers too, and Connie should not assume her individual dietary and consumer acts are
substitutes for collective activism for systematic change. But both arguments also invite
false dilemmas. Why consider either producers or consumers as responsible for unjust
practices, rather than recognizing the responsibility of both parties for their roles in
perpetuating these practices? Similarly, while individual choices are no substitute for
social action, neither does the need for social action render individual choices morally
irrelevant. Connie and friends need to eat and clothe themselves, after all. With each
individual dietary and consumer choice, each of us has an opportunity to support or
oppose unjust systematic practices.
If the butcher awaits Connie’s lunchtime taqueria choice before killing the chicken,
the right act may seem obvious. Better yet, imagine that only after Connie orders chicken
tacos does the producer actually raise and slaughter that chicken: here Connie’s responsibility for the chicken’s suffering and death is pretty clear. But this is not how contemporary conventional agricultural practices work for Connie, you, and me. That chicken
in her tacos (or those many chickens, bits of which are in her tacos) is dead before Connie
places her order; whatever her taco choice, the chicken in the taqueria’s freezer has
already experienced its lot of happiness and suffering. Making the vegetarian choice now
cannot affect that chicken’s wellbeing positively or negatively.This problem is not limited
© Society for Applied Philosophy, 2011
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to vegetarianism but extends to many other consumer choices. Imagine Connie supports
organic farming over using petrochemical pesticides based on the environmental effects
and fruit-pickers’ health effects; each time she chooses between organic and conventionally grown pears, regardless of her purchase, both pears have been grown and picked.
Consider also Connie’s aforementioned stance on sweatshop garments: when she buys
fairly traded over conventionally manufactured shoes, both pairs already exist. Now on
some moral theories, this is not terribly morally relevant. If she were a deontologist,
Connie could justify her vegetarian tacos and other dietary and consumer acts as
principled refusals to participate in unjust practices.8 If Connie were some sort of rule
consequentialist, the backward causation issue also would not be so pressing. She would
look less to the specific consequences of possible actions and how those consequences
would promote the good and instead to rules for dietary and consumer action that would
tend to promote the good.Then the relation between her moral evaluations of systematic
practices and her individual acts would be fairly clear: she should act on those moral
rules that would if generally followed reform existing immoral practices.
Yet as an act consequentialist Connie’s vegetarianism and other consumer ethics
aren’t ultimately grounded in adherence to rules or refusal of complicity with unjust
practices. Connie must handle this issue differently from her virtue-ethical and ruleconsequentialist vegetarian friends. She may remind herself that while these shoes,
chicken, and pear already exist and nothing she does now can mitigate the moral harms
of their production, nevertheless her actions towards these shoes, chicken, and pear can
have positive and negative consequences for future production of other shoes, chickens
and pears. Except for the rare cases where people raise, hunt, or catch the animals they
eat for themselves, this holds for most folks today. When Connie chooses bean tacos, it’s
not for the consequences for already dead chickens but different future chickens.
Reducing demand for conventionally raised animals and increasing demand for vegetarian alternatives, she reasons, may contribute to reforming agricultural practices; meanwhile contributing to demand for conventionally raised meat would further entrench
immoral practices. Connie’s individual choices of fair trade, organic, and such things are
grounded in her act-consequentialist goal of contributing to future moral progress in
systematic practices.

3. Thresholds and Complications
When act consequentialists justify their individual dietary and consumer choices by
appeal to the positive and negative effects on future agricultural and labour practices,
they then face the problem of individual impotence. Contemporary market forces are
rarely so fine-grained as to register and reflect each dietary and consumer act with
corresponding effects on production. Consider the consequences of Connie’s choice of
vegetarian beans over conventionally raised chicken tacos. Even if this taqueria records
the small decrease in chicken demand and increase in bean demand, their bulk purchases
from poultry and bean suppliers aren’t fine-grained enough to show each customer’s
order nor are suppliers fine-grained enough to adjust their practices in response to each
purchaser’s requisition. Regan and others raise this problem for Singer’s utilitarian
vegetarianism, and it extends to act-consequentialist bases of other consumer choices.
Consequentialist reasons for drinking fair-trade coffee and wearing sweat-free clothing
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seem predicated on the dubious notion that markets are sufficiently fine-grained to
record and respond to her acts. It’s hard to deny the conclusion that any given dietary
or consumer action is unlikely to precipitate any effect at the level of production. For
moral theories identifying right action as that with consequences promoting the good,
the moral basis for individual dietary and consumer acts threatens to collapse.
Singer responds to critics’ charge of individual impotence made against utilitarian
vegetarianism by appeal to the notion of thresholds. With the poultry industry as his
example, he argues as follows:
[B]ut there must be some point at which the number of vegetarians makes a
difference to the size of the poultry industry. There must be a series of thresholds, hidden by the market system of distribution, which determine how many
factory farms will be in existence. In this case one more person becoming a
vegetarian will make no difference at all, unless that individual, added to the
others who are already vegetarians, reduces demand below the threshold level at
which a new factory farm would have started.9
Singer realizes his diagnosis may be initially frustrating from the perspective of individual
vegetarian decision-making, but reminds us that ‘[a]s long as I have no idea whether or
not my own decision to go vegetarian is the decision that takes the demand for chickens
below the threshold the strength of this reason for being a vegetarian is unaffected.’10
Here Singer speaks of crossing negative thresholds, specifically levels of consumer
demand at which additional factory farms would be built, such that sufficiently many
individual vegetarians prevent the threshold crossing. But this argument applies to
crossing positive thresholds too, such that sufficiently many individual vegetarians serve
to raise demand to an appreciable level at which morally better agricultural practices are
increased, or to drop demand for conventionally raised animal products below an
appreciable level at which immoral agricultural practices are decreased. Neither is this
response to the threshold problem not limited to utilitarianism particularly but extends
to act consequentialism generally.
Norcross defends a similar view on the threshold issue. One response to the impotence
objection, he writes, ‘is to deny it’. Norcross explains his position with reference to the
US poultry industry:
Consider the case of chickens, the most cruelly treated of all animals raised for
human consumption, with the possible exception of veal calves . . . Suppose that
there are 250 million chicken eaters in the US, and that each one consumes, on
average, 25 chickens per year . . . there must be some number of consumers, far
short of 250 million, whose renunciation of chicken would cause the industry to
reduce the number of chickens bred in factory farms. The industry may not be
able to respond to each individual’s behavior, but it must respond to the
behavior of fairly large numbers.11
Chartier’s critique concerns the sort of threshold arguments Singer and Norcross
propose to ground vegetarianism. The distance between individual meat purchases and
effecting more or less humane meat production is not just about accumulated individual
purchases together crossing thresholds, Chartier argues: there are myriad other factors
counting against consequentialism on the threshold issue. For one, about crossing a
negative threshold of increased conventional meat production, ‘the disutility associated
© Society for Applied Philosophy, 2011
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with a purchase triggering a threshold crossing will not be all of the disutility brought
about by a newly opened factory farm (or whatever other source of dramatic increase in
meat production comes into being as a result of the threshold crossing)’.12 Even if the
threshold is not crossed now due to this purchase it may be crossed soon after due to
another, in which case the net savings in animal suffering is only that attendant to the
delay.
In fact, given the lag between individual purchases and changes in production, the new
farm may open at the same time, yielding no net savings in animal suffering. Chartier
imagines consequentialist vegetarian Chris, who decides against purchasing what is
(unbeknownst to her) the threshold-crossing burrito at a fast-food joint, then Peter buys
the threshold-crossing burrito there two hours later. This place doesn’t submit orders to
its suppliers hourly, so the effect on production is the same; the short delay in thresholdcrossing has no effect on animal suffering. Even if Peter’s purchase lands in a new
ordering cycle, Chartier notes, ‘[i]t is hard to imagine that project profit margins for an
envisioned farm would be so narrow that the later order would ultimately preclude its
establishment entirely’.13 Furthermore, he observes, we cannot assume that the number
of animals a farm raises is directly proportionate to how long the farm operates. Nor is
the amount of suffering produced by one farm directly proportionate to the number of
animals raised. Different production methods employed for different numbers of animals
cause different amounts of suffering. Modern agricultural practices are complicated and
future production is affected by a variety of factors including variable pricing, futures
speculation, subsidies, and legal constraints. In sum, ‘production is ultimately a function,
not of expressed demand by of market strategy.’14

4. A Probabilistic Account
Chartier is right to regard these factors as relevant to the sort of act-consequentialist
calculus involved in decisions of moral vegetarianism, and the point applies to other
consumer ethical choices too. However, while these factors may mitigate the likelihood
of effecting the desired moral outcomes from our individual dietary and consumer
choices, I think they do not succeed in fully undermining the act-consequentialist
case.
Let me propose a distinctly probabilistic approach to the threshold issue. Consider
some individual consumer act (i) that may or may not reach some relevant threshold (t)
which would then effect some concrete, morally positive change in production and
thereby promote the good in some tangible way. So i = ‘the individual act is performed’
and t = ‘the threshold is reached’. The probability of reaching the threshold given that
this individual act is performed is p(t|i); the prior probability of otherwise reaching the
threshold is simply p(t). We may express the act-consequentialist position by saying that
the individual act should be performed, all other things being equal, just in case:

p (t i) > p (t)
that is, if the probability the threshold is reached is increased given the performance of
the act. Our operative conception of probability here is rational subjective probability, so
p(t|i) is a measure of how likely we should reasonably expect it to be given the evidence
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available to us that the threshold will be reached given the act performed. Likewise p(t)
expresses how likely we previously reasonably expected it be that the threshold would
reached.15
Now, one might have assumed that an individual act should be performed just in case
it will reach the desired threshold, or just in case one should reasonably expect given the
available evidence that performing the act will reach the threshold. While these might be
sufficient conditions for action, as necessary conditions they fail to properly account for
a variety of cases. Consider, for example, our everyday prudential actions of automotive
care: changing brake pads, tires, windshield wipers, etc. We do these things not because
each safety precaution will prevent an accident, or even because we reasonably expect
this. Rather, the reason for these precautions is that they increase the rational subjective
probability of avoiding accidents. Turning from prudential to moral reasoning, consider
any number of reckless and negligent actions. It is no moral defence of merrily tossing
cinder blocks off a highway overpass to protest that many blocks don’t actually cause
damage or injury; the reason such actions are immoral is because they increase the
rational subjective probability of damage and injury. The basic operative principle here
is that an act is right on act-consequentialist grounds (all other things being equal, given
the evidence available to the actor) because it makes reaching the desired outcome more
likely.
Let us return to Connie’s vegetarianism and consumer ethics grounded in her actconsequentialist commitments. On a probabilistic threshold account, she should order
vegetarian when dining out not because she knows this will move the taqueria to buy less
meat from its supplier and improve animal wellbeing, but because the available evidence
suggests that this act improves the odds of this outcome. Similarly, if Connie should buy
fair-trade coffee, it’s not because she knows this purchase will improve the lives of coffee
farmers, small business owners, or their employees. Often she does not know these
things! But if given what she knows, so acting makes these concrete moral improvements
more likely than would the alternatives, then Connie has compelling reason to act
accordingly.
Let’s return also to Chartier’s story of Chris and the burrito. By hypothesis Chris’s
restraint from meat-eating ultimately has the same effect on production as would eating
the burrito as the threshold will be crossed either way, either by Chris or Peter. On the
probabilistic account of the threshold issue I suggest, however, we consider Chris’s
actions and inactions via her rational subjective probabilities. In Chartier’s story, Chris
has no knowledge that (i) this is the threshold-crossing burrito and (ii) Peter will buy it
soon if she doesn’t buy it now. She has no evidence of either. From her perspective,
buying this burrito increases the probability of crossing a negative threshold and increasing convention meat production practices, just as buying a vegetarian burrito would
increase the probability of crossing a positive threshold and effecting some moral
progress in meat production. Now Chris should be aware that there are other people like
Peter whose individual acts can contribute to crossing negative and positive thresholds
— indeed, as an act-consequentialist, Chris is relying on such people’s contributions!
Chris should know too that the connection between individual acts and effects on
production concerns not one threshold, but a whole ladder of them. Even if another
person’s act ultimately serves to cross one threshold relevant to production, even if Chris
is somehow privy to that, she can still have reason for her own act given its part in
crossing the next threshold.
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Contrary to Chartier’s assessment, consequentialists can recognize that the factors he
identifies complicate the connection between individual dietary and consumer acts and
progress in production while these factors need not undermine the moral rationale for
vegetarianism and consumer ethics. Such factors affect the rational subjective probability
that performing a particular individual act will trigger the desired threshold; but even
when taken together, these factors only reduce the difference between the prior probability of crossing a relevant threshold and the probability of crossing it given the
performance of a relevant individual act. So long as p(t|i) > p(t), there remains a
consequentialist basis for performing a morally motivated dietary or consumer act, all
other things being equal.

5. Balancing Harms and Benefits
Of course, one might deny that all other things are equal. Specifically, one might
complain that the discussion so far has neglected considerations of moral harms and
benefits counting against the specific individual dietary and consumer choices advocated
by act consequentialists. Chartier alludes to such considerations in observing, ‘[t]he
utility to the consumer of her purchase remains largely beyond doubt, while the negative
outcome is even more uncertain and indeterminate.’16
This response cannot be dismissed quickly. Crucial to the consequentialist case for
vegetarianism and other consumer choices is an honest appraisal of how their disutility
and moral harms generally may be overstated. (Even in Animal Liberation, Singer
provides vegetarian recipes.17) This discussion is not just rhetorically but morally relevant
to make the case that vegetarianism need not necessarily reduce one’s wellbeing. Is the
vegetarian diet more expensive or less nutritious than omnivorous diets? Consequentialist vegetarians strive to illustrate the viability of vegetarianism regarding expense and
nutrition not only as a rhetorical move making it approachable, but also because these
considerations are relevant to the act-consequentialist moral calculus.
Concerning expense and nutrition, the costs and benefits of vegetarianism vary for
different folks depending on our particular circumstances and needs, so the moral
calculus may be different for some people than others. The same may be true for other
considerations, like cultural affiliation — though as with myths about expense and
nutrition, act-consequentialist vegetarians can forcefully challenge the presumed incompatibility of vegetarian diet and cultural authenticity. So, to be clear, the probabilistic
account offered here does not insist that everybody is moral obliged always to be
vegetarian.The moral calculus may yield different results, for example, for the (relatively
few) people unable to live healthy lives without animal products than for the (relatively
many) people who can.18
One might be tempted to read my probabilistic account as a broad moral license for
omnivorism, specifically sanctioning not just vegetarianism but eating humanely raised
animal products. After all, won’t buying organic grass-fed beef or cage-free eggs also
increase the probability of reaching positive thresholds of moral improvement in animal
agricultural practices?19 For those unable to live healthily without eating animals, a viable
act-consequentialist moral position is more humanely raised animals. Yet this account
does not justify this position for the vast majority of us, all things considered — not when
the range of vegetarian diets open to us, and the direct and indirect harms to animals of
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even relatively more humane modern approaches to animal husbandry and slaughter, are
honestly taken into account.20
Likewise, when buying coffee, produce, and garments, most modern consumers
straightforwardly understand the extra financial expense of organic, fair-trade goods
relative to conventional products. Meanwhile the messages sent by our choices and their
tangible effects at the level of production are hard to appreciate. When making our
consumer choices we rarely know that a meaningful threshold of greater good is crossed
— but we can often know that making these choices increases the probability of the
threshold being reached. Is this reason enough to justify the extra expense? Like the
act-consequentialist case for vegetarianism, part of making the case for individual
consumer ethical acts is an honest appraisal of attendant moral harms and benefits. Fair
trade coffee backers, for example, argue that fair trade certification insures a guaranteed
minimum price for coffee producers, and when successful, this floor reduces extreme
fluctuations in prices without substantially increasing the average price.21
Still there may be instances where the individual consumer choice in support of better
labour and agricultural practices is the more expensive choice. Here the actconsequentialist case may emphasize two key factors. First, we are reminded of the basic
structure of the probabilistic threshold argument. When a positive threshold is crossed
and real moral progress made, the registered effect is not simply that of the single act that
reached the threshold. Rather, the effect is that produced by all of the acts that collectively built up to the threshold together, now finally seen. The moral value of an
individual consumer action that increases the probability of crossing a positive threshold
is not just a fraction of that action’s effect being registered at the level of production, but
a fraction of the greater collective effect of all the actions contributing to crossing the
threshold finally being registered at the level of production. (Recall Norcross’s threshold
example of chicken-eating in the US.)
Second, we are invited to make an honest moral comparison between the financial
savings or expense to us on the one hand, and on the other hand the moral harms and
injustices involved in the immoral modern agricultural and economic practices we seek
to change. When we succeed in coming to really appreciate the nature and moral
significance of these harms, we may realize that the chance to alleviate such harms will
often (though not always) give us a moral reason to act that outweighs the financial cost.
To be clear, this sort of act-consequentialist account doesn’t insist that everyone in all
circumstances is morally obliged to perform the individual consumer act that supports
morally better systemic practices; as with the case for vegetarianism, there may be
exceptions for those for whom the cost of such acts would be too burdensome.Yet given
an honest appraisal of the moral harms and benefits involved, the probabilistic threshold
argument yields compelling moral reason for many of us to make those everyday
individual consumer choices in support of better systemic practices.

6. Role-Modelling and Contagious Actions
So far we have considered primarily direct consequences of individual dietary and
consumer acts. But there are further considerations grounding the act-consequentialist
argument for vegetarianism and consumer ethics: namely, indirect consequences of
our actions on others’ and our own future acts. Role-modelling effects of our individual
© Society for Applied Philosophy, 2011
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dietary and consumer ethical choices may justify these choices even when the direct
act-consequentialist case seems quite thin.
As illustration of how indirect effects of role-modelling can extend beyond our direct
contributions to crossing moral thresholds, consider a hypothetical scenario. A consequentialist morally motivated vegetarian (let’s call her Lisa) has an antagonistic, spiteful
brother (let’s call him Bart) who mocks and dismisses her moral choices. Bart seeks to
demoralize Lisa by promising that henceforth he will buy her share of meat. So her
vegetarianism has no direct effect: has her consequentialist case for vegetarianism now
collapsed? Not quite. Lisa still has an indirect moral rationale for her vegetarian choices,
even as her choices are being undercut. Specifically, she can still self-identify as vegetarian to those observing and inquiring, which she could not do if she were cowed into
omnivorism. She may still hope to improve agricultural practices and promote animal
wellbeing by positive role-modelling.
Role-modelling may be understood as a species of the broader phenomenon of social
contagion.22 Here one action (or inaction) of a particular type makes another action or
inaction of that type more or less likely. As before, we can model role-modelling and
contagion more generally on a probabilistic account. Let us first consider what we might
call contagious actions, such that:

p (ix iy ) > p (ix )
that is, such that the probability that one agent (X) performs some individual act (i) is
greater given that another agent (Y) also performs the individual act. Positive rolemodelling works like this. Imagine cases where X is inspired by Y’s example to become
vegetarian, to stick to her existing vegetarianism, learn more about animal production
and vegetarianism, or eat less meat or more humanely produced meat. Let’s consider
also what we might call contagious inactions, such that:

p ( ~i x ~i y ) > p ( ~i x )
that is, such that the probability that one agent (X) fails to perform some individual act
(i) is greater given that another agent (Y) also fails to perform the individual act. Negative
role-modelling works like this. Imagine cases where X is negatively inspired by Y’s bad
example, so X decides not to become vegetarian, or perhaps X more easily or frequently
backslides from existing vegetarian commitments.
Positive and negative role-modelling (and contagious action and inaction generally)
cover many cases; yet it may be useful to identify also negatively contagious actions
(specifically, ‘backfire’ role-modelling) and negatively contagious inactions (specifically,
‘reverse’ role-modelling). In the case of negatively contagious action,

p (ix iy ) < p (ix )
such that the one agent (Y) performing the action actually decreases the probability that
the other agent (X) does it. Imagine those unfortunate cases in which X is so intimidated
or repelled by Y’s vegetarianism that X decides she cannot possibly achieve Y’s high
standard and so is less likely to try it than she otherwise would have. Consider finally
negatively contagious inaction, where:
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p ( i x ~i y ) > p ( i x )
such that the fact that one agent (Y) does not perform the action actually increased the
probability that the other agent (X) will do it. Here imagine (odd yet familiar) cases
whereY’s opposition spurs X to take a spurned action more seriously becauseY opposes.
There’s a kind of reverse role-modelling operative here.
Role-modelling is not limited to rational discourse, just as contagious action is not
limited to role-modelling as it is usually understood.23 Giving arguments and responding
to objections is part of positive role-modelling, but we should not overlook how others’
behaviours are influenced by our actions and not just our words. Likewise, the probabilistic account articulated here makes room for ways that one act can positive or
negatively affect the likelihood of another, even when the actors are unaware of each
other’s choices. Performance of one act of a kind might make a second act of that kind
more likely by ‘clearing the way’, for example.24 Negatively contagious acts include
backfire role-modelling but also cases of ‘pulling up the ladder’, where one person’s act
makes it harder for others to do the same.
Attending to the ways we influence one another’s dietary and consumer choices
reminds us that even when we limit attention to uncoordinated25 individual acts, such acts
may not be independent of each other. I do not mean to overstate how contagious dietary
and consumer acts are; I cannot offer quantitative measure of role-modelling effects of
vegetarianism or meat-eating.26 Still, the possible consequences of our acts for others’
acts are a relevant consideration for the threshold argument for vegetarianism and
consumer ethics. One implication of this relevance is that act consequentialists are urged
not simply to make vegetarian and consumer ethical choices, but when feasible, to take
care to make these choices in positively contagious ways.
Garrett argues that moral thresholds fail to give compelling reason for utilitarians to
refrain from eating ‘flesh the consumption of which will not alter the amount of flesh
purchased;’ he cites ‘large barbeques where a huge quantity of meat is purchased without
a strict headcount’.27 The idea is that whoever bought the meat did so unguided by any
idea about many people may eat it and the volume of meat consumed and left over won’t
really affect how much meat is bought for the next barbecue. Yet even in such cases we
can predict that there is some significant amount of meat consumed or left over that
would be enough to impress the organizers: some threshold that will cause them to think
twice when making future purchases. This threshold could be very high and no one
vegetarian at the barbecue has reason to think his individual act alone will be to cross it.
But our basic point from the probabilistic threshold account remains: even at a communal event like Garrett’s barbecue, refraining from meat-eating increases the rational
subjective probability (from the actor’s perspective) of crossing a positive threshold and
making a concrete difference.
What if an act-consequentialist vegetarian attending the barbecue knows that even if
she refrains from meat-eating and increases the chance of reaching the threshold, there
aren’t enough vegetarians there to actually reach that threshold? With this concern over
situations when we know there are too few other vegetarians comes a parallel concern
over situations when we know there are so many: am I required to make the vegetarian
choice when I know there are so many other vegetarians present that the relevant
threshold will be reached regardless of my individual act? What reason do we have to be
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vegetarian in either of these sorts of situations? Acting to increase the chances of reaching
a threshold may seem truly pointless. Yet even in such situations, I argue, actconsequentialists should remember how our actions and inactions may be contagious.
Making vegetarian choices in thoughtful, respectful ways may prompt others present
now to be more likely to make future vegetarian choices. Making a vegetarian choice now
also may prompt oneself to be more likely to make future vegetarian choices.
7. Contagious Actions and Private Actions
Role-modelling effects are relevant not only for acts in the presence of others, but other
individual dietary and consumer acts too. Garrett argues that role-modelling may justify
public but not private vegetarianism, ‘so long as one is reasonably careful to avoid getting
caught’.28 Yet private acts may be contagious. To illustrate this potential, let us consider
a hypothetical scenario. Consequentialist morally motivated vegetarian Peter orders a
pizza for lunch alone one day. After he pays, and the delivery person leaves, Peter realizes
the pizzeria inadvertently included an extra pepperoni pizza with his vegetarian pie. Does
Peter have reason not to eat the pepperoni? The pig is dead, he has no pepperoni allergy,
and he enjoys the taste. No one needs to know he ate it: so why shouldn’t he?
I think Peter has three reasons to sustain morally motivated vegetarianism even in
private case like this. First, a good act consequentialist like Peter should think comprehensively, creatively about his possible actions and their expected consequences. His
choices are not limited to just dumping or secretly eating the pizza: he may contact the
pizzeria, respectfully explain the mistake and his views, and take the opportunity for
positive role-modelling rather than furtive pepperoni consumption.29 He will need to
carefully practice positive, rather than backfire, role-modelling! We often have the choice
to perform an action in a more contagious fashion than we had initially appreciated.
Second, Peter should weigh the slim value of pepperoni consumption tonight against
further consequences for his ability to affect others’ actions. One benefit of maintaining
his vegetarianism in private acts is that Peter can model his morally motivated dietary
choices in an honest, effective way. He can positively model a dietary ethic more
effectively if he follows it consistently, not sporadically. A clear policy of vegetarianism
may be easier to communicate successfully than a complex vegetarian /omnivorous
situational ethic easily misunderstood by onlookers as omnivorism, risking unintended
reverse role-modelling.30
Some might suggest Peter eat the pepperoni privately while publicly professing a
simpler, more easily communicated commitment to vegetarianism. But even undiscovered lies and deceit of family, friends, and acquaintances about daily acts can fail to
promote the good on various consequentialist analyses. Hedonistic utilitarians as well as
act consequentialists with broader conceptions of the good may recognize the disutility
in distress that perennial deception can cause the deceiver herself, which might outweigh
the modest pleasures of private pepperoni. Act consequentialists also may emphasize the
value of trustworthy mutual relationships between family, friends, and community
members. In recognizing healthy trust relationships as part of the good, act consequentialists may act to foster trustworthiness, yet deception exploits our relational vulnerability and rots trust.31
Those unconcerned about deception may favour a third reason for private ethical acts
regarding one’s own future actions. My actions (and inactions) can be contagious not just
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for others but also myself. Peter should weigh the superficial value of a pizza against
positive and negative consequences (on the evidence available to him) for his future
dietary choices. Keeping vegetarian now may make it more likely for him to consistently
keep vegetarian in the future; deviating from vegetarianism now may make future
deviations more likely too.This concerns Peter’s psychology: a familiar point about good
and bad habits that Peter may recognize as applicable to himself. Different sorts of
habituation are better suited for different people, to be sure. For some, steadfast commitment to a regimen like vegetarianism is positively reinforcing; for others, an unswerving path may backfire spectacularly.32
A dumpster-diving freegan who eats dumpstered chicken in private and has good
evidence that this won’t be contagious for her future actions may be unmoved by my
third reason.33 But for others of us, with other situations and psychologies, this reason
may be compelling. This is another way that act consequentialism on vegetarianism and
other consumer ethics has different implications for some than others. To the extent that
an individual moral action (or inaction) positive or negatively affects others’ or our own
future actions, the details of individuals’ differing capacities for constructive rolemodelling become morally relevant.The probabilistic account I offer does not give a ‘one
size fits all’ answer for all of us in all situations, for our individual dietary and consumer
acts, even if we agree on the injustices of conventional agricultural and labour practices.
This argument does not entail that everybody must be vegetarian, always buy organic
produce, and wear only fairly-traded clothes; the ranging contingencies of our varied
lives preclude that.Yet from the considerations discussed here we can nevertheless derive
clear moral reasons why many of us should be vegetarians and consistently make
consumer choices supporting better practices.
8. Conclusions
Consequentialism can provide an intuitively appealing basis for practical ethics. It can be
hard to appreciate act-consequentialist arguments for vegetarianism and other individual
consumer choices, however, given a discouraging realization that few of our individual
acts directly affect contemporary agricultural and labour practices we seek to change.
Individual impotence of our dietary and consumer acts may seem to undermine any
act-consequentialist basis for such acts.
There is distance between the messages we intended to send by our morally motivated
acts and messages actually received and reflected in positive change in production, which
cannot be dismissed as extraneous by act consequentialists as it might by others. Yet I
have urged that dismissing an act-consequentialist case for vegetarianism and consumer
ethics for this reason would be premature. Framing the threshold issue in terms of
rational subjective probability helps demonstrate the case for performing not just those
few individual actions that actually cross positive thresholds, but also the wider array of
acts that increase the probability of crossing the thresholds. Attending to our positive and
negative role-modelling effects on others’ actions and our own future actions also
reminds us that the act-consequentialist basis extends beyond the direct consequences:
a crucial consequence of my action may be its effects on mine and others’ further
actions. The ways in which individual dietary and consumer actions can be contagious
even when uncoordinated provide a strong consequentialist reason to maintain our
morally motivated actions even when the direct benefits seem sparse.34
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